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1-. S"fN orOl8
It has uuen shown by a numoor of authozs that stru.ctUl'al
d6'Slgg. Qv' tho PlaStie~JnothO~may sffeet a considerablo saving
of1'l1a.toric;U.& and also be a simpler procedure than the conventional
~-r' . ~;:~~.~~~f~elastl0jeSi~ ,method. The deformation, of ~~des (?pe oy
~~
the plastic method is expected to be larger than that of a similar
,e..1cA 6-+\'tt1....l\y, '
indeterminate structure d:~~i~ed,by~the-elas.t1-c-~etho,d" but is usually
, ~~:.:t.~~~
less than that of a similar determinate structure.~there-
~ 5+rvc.kteA ~
serve load~carrying capacity of s~tQPe~ may be utilized without
the dangOr of excessive deformation, the limitation being prOVided
by a convenient method suggested.
If a str~~ture designed elastically is loaded beyond its
full load* apart of the structure will yield. In most cases yield-
ing'will not cause instability. After some yielding, the rotations
and deflections of some indeterminate structures may still be within
a limit which can be allowed in practical designs. Of course this
'fact has been mentioned recently by writers on "limit" or "plastic"
desi~(l,2t3.4.5).
"- '- - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~. ~ ~- - -
* Full load is defined as the workingloadm~tipl~edby the faotor
of safety.
..,
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~e recent emphasis on this subject may in part be attribUted'
•
•
to the development of welding. By this means it is possible to join
members with economy and at the same time allOw the transmission of
the full cross-sectional strength from one member to another. Thus
welding can provide a completelJT continuous frame (~ften termed a ,
IIrigid ll frame) and it is sought to take advantage of such continui ty
thrOUgh rational design methods.
Baker(5)has suggested the use of plastic ~~sign for certain
practical engineering structures, and it is interesting to note that
the Bri tish designer is now allowed to use the plastic method. The
Bri tish Standard Specification states in part,
"••• for the purpose of such design accurate
methods of structural analysis s;all be employei
leading to a load factor of 2~O, based on the
calculated or ,otherwi'se ascertained' failure
load ,of the structure or any of its parts, and
d'l;i.e regard shall be paid to the accompanying de-
formations under working loads, so thatdeflec~
tions and other movements are not in excess of the
limi ts implied in this Bri tish St~dard.1I
To illustrate some of the concepts of p~asticbeha,!ior (and. U.r--
\ CVn- .JL.f.'l.\M. \ 1r\.C.\-*" (p h.-- v:s \~ l ~ vJ b<... VV\~ O't f
in par,tioulat' that of deformation) exam....l.r£if\tfie load-deflection '
relationship of an indeterminate structure "fixed" by welding to a
rigid boundary.
-3-
....
,
For example, consi~er a beam wi th 'Wliform section loaded
as shown in Fig. 1 wi th a concentrated load closer to one support
than the other.
p
;=='.~:."==""0=="""'==""""1==:'"==."""."="""""==""".".==b====""""...==.....,, ...===....,,~~.
a- ~
A B
Beam Fixed at Both Ends
c
Fig. 1
ivloment Diagram at Collapso .
•
As the load P increases the yield stress is reached first
, . Po. • +!i\.X;-at-sec.ti-on-~\ at~th"e\ support_l.\. By simple plastic theory a "plastic,~ "
hinge" will be formed subsequently atA. Al!I the load P increases,
the yield stress is next reached at section :B and eventually at
. . of-\AM)~ at \ Se •..J
'see,ti-on C as shown in the diagram,\It·,J._ II • I ~ J +-
\J\MJI. ,'VyoM1'v-J ;-tJi. t'-.....QA./vv\.~
When the"d?flection ofkPoin:t~:B i. plotted a~inst ~ad l'
the curve shown in Fig. 2 resul te •
.~..l:: : :.. :: : :.: ~~..".=""'="".=,,.""".""~,,"~.,,..~ _,-----
B
Load
Fig. 2
0'------
"~,
20SB.2
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-,
'!he curve consists of ~hree approximately straighto>.J.ine
Tk pO r-h'iln. '
portions joined by sbortcurves.ifi9R8tR OA. represents the load...
deflection relationship when the whole'. structure i's. wi thin the'
._-~.
elastic range. ' .& s~~e of th,e..per-tion---AB in....J1g~ 2 is eElu~en.:L
- ,',
p
!-'- a --4--- b -----.iIO'.~' f ~
Fig. 3
Likewise the
"
"
load-deflection curve of the beam sho\1!1 in Fig. 4 loade'd within,
the ,elastic ~ange .Wi,!l be similar to the portion llCo~ fig. 2) 'El::krtl .~
v-.r\\\. ~NC. l"b t}n~l'- ,lkl- JS} ~. ~41~J(). * ~tl ,\~M1 ~ "t
·K~ J"-:~~~~ ~'-l \r",.;~~ (l"'Q-r ~~ f:.,.~ f
. 0.. ~\-;l_ ~ o-p e, ,.: '.
C~-_·,-- b '~-----,'~f/
e, #,J.!, "'~
II ,.4 .,~
, .
According to conventioilal elastic design, the beam shown
in Fig. I Will only be expected to ca.rry the load PI al thougb.on~y
.,
,
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•
one part of the beam reaches the yield stress. ~is reveals the
defect of applying the criterion of stress to this type of structure
when elastically designed. The structure will hold the external
and in'ternal forces in equilibi-iUfti at a load much higher than PI
'.... .... ~ .., ".. .~ ...
although,the deformation of the' structure increases at a higher
" , :- . .....
rate as the ioadgoes higher than Pl~ Howe~er-, J..f the load is kept
below P2 in Fig. 2, the rate of deflection will not be any greater
~ '.
than t?-n the(~ elasti c structure shown in Fig. 4. Thus, from
the Viewpoint of strength of the structure, it seems reasonable that
the full load should be raised to P2 instead of restricting it to
PI as governed by the criterion of a limiting stress •
When designing a structure. in addi ti on to requiring that
all external and internal forces be in equilibrium~gineer~uSUfLlly
requir{ thet deformations be held wi thin certain limits. There-
fore, as long a.s the structure can hold the loads wi thin an allowa.ble
limi t of deflection, it will not matter if the flexural stress of
the structure exceeds the yiel~ .-- porv't: ~. L
As a matter of fact, in many canven tional bridge and building
designs engineers often find the stress-cri terion unsatisfactory
due to large elastic deformations which current specifica.tions will
not allow•.
These aonsideratkms suggest that the design criterion of
structures should be based on deformation instead of stress •. (Thi s
has also been disaussed,by Va.n deh 13roek(l)). However. a. number
'.
•
•
of basic questiO!lS are posed.. If tho plastic',d.G:Jign mothod is usod. and.
the deformation of structures is limite~will a more economical daM
sign result? Rolled structural steel members are belt~ved to have
reduced resi stance to buckling in the plastic range. Would this
buckling prevent the wide application of the plastic design method?
It is known that the elastic design of indeterminate structures
. I
more often than not involves a :v:&r".y~ lengthfY and labori0tl,s procedurea
Will the procedures in plastic design be more or less complicated?
~e program for investiga.ting the plastic behavior of con-
tinuous beams carried on at Lehigh Universi ty, has thrown further
light on ~h~s~~utbon_to_some~~rrese~ques~mons~ A discussion of
the deformation of struct~e~ in the plastic range is given in this
report, together With a criterion' for selecting the full load in
the,plastic designmetho~~ Discussion of some of the remaining
questions will be included in a fortb:comin~ report on the results
of continuous beam tests.
It is not the purpose of this paper to present rigorous
methods for computing deflections. Thts is being treated separately.
A.ttention is restricted to 'the, first question posed above regarding
a limi tation of deflection•
•'.
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~ _ DEFOPJ¥.TION OF STRU6,TURESIN TEE PLASTIC RANGE
If deformation is a logical criterion for satisfactory
structural design, ~hen what lim! tation should be adopted? A.ct~lly,
a beam made of mild steel as shawn in Fig. 1 will carry additional
load eyen after three plastic hinges are developed(at A, B, and
C! Any additional load will only cause diroct tensile stresses in}, . ,
the member, assuming the supports of the beam are prevented from
\ Y\ WM"t:L '
movingt--longi tudineJ.ly. The load capac! ty then is limi ted by the
deformation whioh can~allOWed 1n actual practice.and not by~
d " t' f ;o.",,~~ ~-'. ~•. '5 .con 1 loon 0 f~~~~.:i:I' -/: -_; ,
\.
In elastic design,althougb str.ess is used as a criterion,
it is usually found that the deformation of the structure has been
limi ted automa.ticelly~ A. simple example is found in a statically
determinate structure. When the yield strength is reached, the
deformation will increase very rapidly with only a small 1n~
crement of addi;tional load. In this case the cri terion of stress
is also a criterion of deformation in design. However in indeterminate
structures one will usually find that the cri tori on of stress will
proVide an inherent' deformation limitation that is often too far
on the safe side. ~e doformati ons in indeterminate structures
Usually do not increase as rapidly as statically determinate struc-
turos after reaching their yield strength.
This fact is made more evident in the following example.
Here the relat~on between stress and deflection in statically d~
terminate and indeterminate structures is compared by designing
a beam in three ways: simply suppor1;.ed , "fixed-ended", and
finally, provided With two plastic hinges.
,-
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In the first two ~x.9.mples·. although the prineiples of elastic
behaVi or gbvezm the design, the procedure is somewhat different from
practioe. It is customary for the engineer to select beams on the
basis of a permissible worldng stress whereas the computations that
follow have left the assigning of a safety factor until theond.
This was done to facili tato the computation of deflections both at
full load and at the working load.
(a) . S~mply-supportod beam designed elastiCAlly
P: 35 !G.
Fig. 5
i7i th the "full load" (working load mul tipliod by tho factor of safety)
.',and span shown in Fig. 5, it is found that the yield moment is
2800 inch-kips as shown in the moment diagram of Fig, 6.
o'
'.
(
,
-~-- 20 --.-.,-----.,.......,
I
I
My : 230D " k:.
I
Use cry =33 kipsjin2
M· ,~
S =~ =85\{)
'Use l8i7F50 (S =89, I ;: 800.6)
Momen t Diagram
Fig. 6
•-9- -
Making use of tables the maximum doflecti on of the beam l,oaded
with the full load will then be
=1.22"
(b) Beam fixed at both onds. designcdo1astica1ly (Fig. 7)
..
/ Pr- 1O:t-..-Zoo ~I
~ q _. -, : J
ABC
Fig. 7
Since tho maximum momont is -at A..
MAo :: My:::: .Pt~2 =1870 in .kips
1'4 • 1870S =-Z-::_ - =56.6 in. 3cry 33'
Usc 16wF36;(S =56.3, I =446.3).
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ilie maximum deflection of. the beam loaded Wi th tho full load will
thon be
Note that in case (a) the maximum deflection of the simply-supportod
beam is three timos as large as the maximum deflection of the boam
wi th fixed onds p . case (b).
ilie noxt logical step, based on tho concepts of plastic
behavior, is to dosi€p the boam wi th plastic hinges. Fig. 2 shows
v~r.Y- clearly that with the formation of three plastic hinges, cor~
. : .... ~. 'i~'(V) M-r~ Ii
responding to load P3 , the deflecti o¢ s i:il4e:t!9ltMaolloa>t~ However,l1lnge
a.t load l?2' where tho formation of the last plastic/lis just commenc...
ing~t point ~ the deflection is determinate. Thus, ·this case is
selected next.
(c) Beam with plastic hingesat points.ii. & 13.
ilie beam is designed on the condi tion that plastic
.\)~
hinges have developod at A & 13 and :the ~eld stress is ~reached at
C. .according to the simple plastic theory the moment diagram for
···········..·············· .... ··· .. ·.. ·........·····....·.. ··"t tvlp
.............................. .
········I"'Y
__--::,.,L- ..__i
Pla.stic Hinges
Fig. 8
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From the moment diagram, we have
bc=~
L
: ac - ab
factor",
Ther e is available a covenient term, f, called the "shape.
,V' wl?€-fe
Thus Bq. (1) becomes
Pab :t IIIl- (2f - ~ t ~ )
L·7 L L
and
My = Pb
2ft + (l-f)
a
~'rWv VW\WAI'4 \('fJ..~), "
Substituting in Eq. (2)~nd assuming a shape factor~~~ of 1.15,
.then-
/~Jt'P
My =l~ in.kips.
and /~~p
y l~ J7. .,.
S =--L ::= - =3e in 3
try. 33 •
Use 14WF30 (8 :; 41.8 I =289.6)
. .
,; . ~
'. 1
.:, ~ .
.-,,' ... ,.
'\ ::,.' ..
, ....
. .:' ./..t:.;
,
method.
r+
p
b: Z.O'
...........................................,
=t
c
tAp ,
'£Il,'
1._J.' C. b = ,07 b =- l. 4- '
:; i ';'" \
.~;~
(eo)
Fig. 9
..............................j .
Fig. 10
From Fig. 9b we may calculate the length .~b of the yielded portion.
2i)5B.2A -13-
Thus
:. ~b =b(l- l:f)
For the assumed shape factor, f =1.15
6b =.07b =1.4 feet
discussion. Since the engineer customarily computes deflections
Deflections under the full load have been computed in the above
beam at the ~~m:1l:[in~g;el
This deflection corresponds to a load of 38.8 kips instead of the
3~ p full load. The 14iiF30 beam haia section modulus of 41.8 in~
rather than the required 37.5in~ Thus it will carry a greater
we find the deformation of the third desi~ rolativoly small.
load whe~ the moment distrtbution is as shown in Fig. 8.
Comparing the three different designs (a), (b), and (c),
\
The ~
EI
:ould b. as
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under the working load, this has also been done using a safety
factor of 1.65 for the elastic designs and a load factor of 1.65
for the plastic design. ~e results are shown in the following
table, tabulated with the full load deflections for the three
different designs studied.
Design Method
(a) Elastic design
using' simply....
supported beam
(b) Elastic design
using fixed-
ended beam
•
(c) Plastic design
(limiting the
deflection)
Section
.Used
18WF50
16WF36'
14WF30
Max. Possible
Defiection under
Wo.rkin€ Load
0.30 11
0.46"
Max. Possible
Defleetion
under M.I Load
O~4911
\. 3 ~"
~
1 IfSpecification limit for deflection (360·x span) =1.00 1J:I.e&es.
In case (6) above, to compute the
to Figure 2. Wi th aioad factor of 1.65,
!",
·i
..
very close to load P,_ As a Check,
. P
p- - 2 _. 35 .,... 12k'
·vr "':' ~ - 1 65 .,... 2. J.ps
t.o~ Fo.Jo(
MA =P ab
2
=1135 in.kips
L2
Now :for the 14WF30 section
M =138J in"kipsy
205Bt.2 '-15-
Thus the beam is wi thin the elastic range under~'working loads and,
as in 'case (b) I
, 2Pwb3~2, .'~ =-' . ,= 0.46 11
max , 3EI (3b + a)2
, From the above, table it is seen that by use of plastic
11
design a ~% savings in material is' possible over the fully
restrained lI el as tic ll beam,the de,flectio? of the nplasticllbe~
at working'loads beingles's than the simply-su,pported beam, In
each case, deflections are less than the specification limit.
nle example 'chosen (Fig. 1) was selected because its
load-deflection relationship (Fig. 2) demonstrates the step~by-
step forma.tion of the three plastic hinges. However, in many
, .
engineering s,trucitures the design is based on unifonnly loaded'
beams. Appendix Ahas been prepared to show the load-deflection
rela,t1onshipsfor such lo~ciirig.Also th~ case of a single
concentrated load at the center is presented. In addition, compara-
..' ~.!<.. 1"'- ' , ' ,
tive deflectioIlSsiniilar to",the above table have been' developed."
" Unifor~ Load Cen tral ConCEmtrated toad.
Ma:x:"Defl. I Max. Deflo
Soction 'Woi~king IFull Section 'Working! Ji'ullDesi gn Method Load 'Loa.d I,oad Load
I
.,
(a) Simple beam, IBWF47 1.00~~' ' i '65 11 18WF55 0.77 1t 1.27 11o ,
elastic design
(b) Fixed beam, 16WF36 : 0.33" 0.56 11 l,6WF36 0.39" 0.6411
elastic design I(c) l?lastic design 14WF30 0.50 11 1.65" l6WF36 I 0 ..39" O.641l
. ,..--.,
~ ~e results
\ +0 1\ \)1» '~1.
\ the above table.
.... ---------- -~. ~- ~~
of the deflection computations are shown in
. -- - ~ ......--
205;13,2 -16-
"t,
The approximate load-deflection curves for all three
. designs are shown, non-dimensiona.ll~ in Fig. 11.
(
I t-l__..+
lIT i--L _.{
I ~lMlJ'MMNv J
~eflection ·Une:e-r-wad-f' .
Load
Fig. 11
~
The necessary information for plotting the load-
deflection curves ·o.f--F-i·g.....l..l is to be found in Appendix :S.
The following observations may be made based on
Appendices A and :S, Fig. 11, and the above tables:
a beam With
(a) ~s in the case of/concentrated load off-center, a
20% saving:.· of material may be made using plastic design when the
beam is loaded uniformly. Deflections at working load are about one-
half those of the simple beam.
(b) The same section is chosen in designing the beam for
the first two loading conditions (concentrated load off-center and
uniformly distributed load).
_ -17-
.~- Cc) The uniformly loaded beam has the same reserve
capacity above the load at initial yield as that with load off-
center_
(d) Considering (b) and (c) above. a portion of-this
"
condition is due to the fact that a beam is,not available for
every seC?t~on modulus.
(e) For the central concentrated load. the elastic and
plastic solutions gi.ve identical results.
. (f) In eaCh of these plastic designs, the beam is
completely elastic at the working loads, It is bel~eved tlk~t most
other similar structures designed wi th the sarne load factor- would
also be elastic.
JIbe oons1derations thus far suggest an approximate method
for computing deflection$ whiCh is outlined in Appendix O. Plastic
zones are neglected~ When compared wi th computations based on the
simple plastic theory. the error is on the sa,fe side. the discrepancy
becoming large when the shnpo factor is large.
Hechtman and Johnston(6~have introduced the semi-rigid
_ ~~~ (n- " \ . I., D.
eonnecti on in ~uilding ~r~es~.n-=~paper-:-whi,eh-::.w.ou.rd::,orri:.ng=an\V\.f.MqjJI''4 OJ()
. . -. . I
eeOJ,loII\Y of material/oti-n-bu1~di,.ng-desi.gn,... The relief o~ end moment~
. , -- Wt tL hxeJ.
by semi-rigid connections iIi, no , ~f.lxo.d---ond. .- beam I\.. has at
the same time increased the. deformation of the, member just as in
case (0) where thQ hinge acts as a semi-rigid connection.
..
.'l
'!.' i I, .' , ,
.. ~ "i " t J
_ J (i" "':r.o·
, 1i . I" '," .. .... , '\ ! •• "I' ,
" .
... ~:",."
,~
... " .
"
' ..;
.. .-
.....
.~ "
',: ..
! :' .~
'." ;.: ......:::
i:i::.1.:
.: : .. 'o'.;. ....
·'~.~.i·
II
.< f::[;.'
.. I'!.
1
, :.. L: 0, : : .'~ ;
:. ,
I.· .
"
... ; ".':'~.: '. • .0'
.. '0 ~ ..• ' ,o' '1..:'.1
lr , I ~.
\
,"
.. ,
J. '.'.
"'j,'-::/:.
f-.t .:t: ..... : .....
" '6."
.'
~: / /, .i.. i -::.":,..
t) •• •:
,"': ~:
,
:', ; ...
:{ ·I~t'..~ ~)·tI
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0';:.,.... , ....
"
... .,.,. , ,- /' :: ~ ,~.':
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" \
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.' ! .. :-r"', : \ , . .t ... "f ~.: j '. .:.• ' ....\ ... >.-
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When floor beams carry ceilings with plaster, .the·maximum
deflection of .the beam under working, load is limited by the A.I.S.C.
Specifications to ~ where L is the spun length. From the above
. 360
tables, this requiroment is satisfied in all of tho designs.
However, there are many structures in which such a limitation
is probably not necessary since plaster is not used, . In this
respect; the authors are in agreemen t wi th Prof. J. F. Baker who
has often expressed the need for sui table deflection lim! tations
for such other ,structures.
Theoretically, it is possible to design elastically
an indeterminate structure to behave like a determinate one; that
is, afte~ the yield stress is reached the deformation increases
rapidly. The following two illustrations demonstra.te this idea.
Neglecting the shearing force, suppose the section modUlus
of a beam is varied to be in proportion to its moment diagram. Then
every section of the beam will reach the yield stress at the same
time. Any fUrther increase of load would cause a rather large
deformation that can hardly be disregard~d in general engineering
, ..' 0+\ ,oJ: yry.? uSVai tl1
structures. This design however is~~ractical because
of faTlrication; d~ffiC1flti,es, complication of o.esign procedures and
the fact that structures so dosigned do not satisfy other loading
systems. '
As a second example the beam chosen in Fig. 12 has one end
elastically supported and the other end fixed-ended as before. The
elastic support length C is arbitrarily chosen as 5'.
-'.
-19-
Fig. 12
We find ~ :. 1690 in.kips by the usual methods-'- ana.
assuming-'cr y = 33 kips/in2
then,
This design is eioser to .theplastic design (c) than design (b)
in which both ends wore fixod-ended. The momont diagram of the above
design
Fig. 13
The maximum moment still occurs at A.
an/hifii.ler than in the caso where both, .'
The idoal design is to make all throe
B~t the momonts~atB Und C
ends were fixea.
sections of the beam (A, B,
and C) reach tho yield moment at th~ same time. It is practically
impossible in .this beam. In ordinary design the change of section
modulus along onomomber is usually avoided and the end supports
can hardly bo designed to suit one loading system. Indetorminate
structures cannot be designed practically to behave like determinate
structures, i.e. J the possible plastic llingos' cannot be dosigned to
dovo.lop at tho same time. Plastic design is therofore aimed to make usa
of the reserve strength of an indeterminate structure between the ini tial
yield load and the l~ad at which all possible plastic hinges dovelop.
205:8.2 -20-
•
]l.
if: PLASTIC DESIGN MSED ON A LIMI~~TION OFDEFr.,ECTION
On seeking a practical means ~f plastic design 'by limiting
the deformation of structures tho examplo of Fig. l IllaY be examined.
ThO final design, case e. has a good limitation of maximum deflection
in the plastic range, namely. the load l?2- In such comparativoly
simple indeterminatestru.ctures it is possible to design by investi-
gating the whole sequence of elastic and plastic behavior of the
stru.cture until enough plastic hinges develop to make the indeterminate
stru.cture act as a determinate one as shown in Fig. 8. Then we
design this lIpl as tic determinatie l1 structure on the basis of the
ir!.itial yield strength of the last hingo•
~e difficulty of using this cr~terion for limiting the
deflection would arise ffom the complication of tho design method
when the roduno.ancy of the stru.cturo increases. It would be
necessary to go into a detailed invo~igation of the elastic~plastic
behavior of the structuro under gfadually increasing loads. This
invdvos a long and laborious procedure in hi"'''''y redundant structures o
.. ~~
Ne~ecting the problGP1 of ~efloction for p.~oment~ the
Ultimate strength of an indeterminate structure can be obtainod by
a direct method, discussed in Greenberg's recent paper(7~ For the
previous example the proceduro is as follows~
. p
E2J}:.I:······~~3
T B ~. c
Fig. 14
'v.i.
~~;f~
-21-
•
CF-~}-I~) . .
Put plastic hinges at.At 13, and~ a virtual displacement
at point 13. The Virtual work ·done by force Pis:
W=l'x6
C--N~-oot~i~~~Ja·'·~~=:~~~~~fework dono
b th 1 ti h' IVI uclrl etlMLli I f --.- l' d by 0 p as c ~ngesAequals t e angle? 0 rotation multip ~e y
the corresponding moment.
+ (Mp) C x ~ : w=P b
_ .:Pt
Iv~ - 9' .=1400 in.kips •
iLssume
kips/in. 2
Where ~"......
Z <~~ st~tic momont of the section about tho
,.:,.. neutral axis•
.,
.Q.ssuming
f =1.15
Then
S =37.. 0 in .. 3
The value of section modulus is even loss than doSign· (c)
(which has S =<37e5)~ The design is mo~e econprnical (although
the sameseation,' l4VTF30, would be, reqUire~But upon examination
of the load-deflection curve (Fig" 15) we find that 'the deflection
corresponding to the load P3 is infinite.
p. .
P~::',:::·::::::',::·',:·,::·::·::·,:'··,··:·:::·,,::,::~::~'-
t .-" C~--- .
6
Load
o
Doflection at :B
Fig. 15
It is the load P2 that is· recommended as the "full load"
• .• ~t~
of the· structure and is selected to limit the deformation. But
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - - ~ \}l
.'
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only P3 oan be found by the direct r~ethod of virtual ,,'ork.
Suppose we divide the load P3 by the shape factor of
the member and c~ll the new load P4:
The same rasul t '\1oul,d be obtained if we replaced all the
Mp values in the structure by My. By the principle of virtual
work we have
or
and
P - (~~. + (~BM +
3 - ~" ~ p
'.~ C
--M(~. p
,
Where the ~~~are the angular displacements at each point.
The moment distributions at loads P and Pare sho"rn in
2 1
Fig. 16
Moment Diagram Corresponding to P2
Fig. 16
Moment Diagram Corresponding to P-
1.
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Using the principle of virtual work and noting that ME and MC are
less than My in Fig. 16b, we have
~
Since the geometric dimensions are fixed, the terms ~ ~re. constant.
Comparing the above expressi ons with (4) the following result is
obtained
The shape factor of an "I" section lies between 1.1 and 1.22. There-
fore P4 is usually very close to P2~
Let us redesign the beam by this modified method>;p~ 0
Using the virtual work method, expression ( 3) becomes
"
..- - P f'L M_-fiv}> - "-9- =··7
T'nerefore
111y:: ~ =1400 ~. ~-\~
M
s =~ =42.5 ino3
y
( 5)
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( 6)•
!,
The section modulus selected in this design is o~ly slightly
~igher than the one found in des~gn (c) in which we assumed plastic'
hinges at sections A,and B ana the yield moment, ~, at section ~ of
the beam. The deflection of detlign (c) was less than that of a simply
supported beam des1gn~d t"1thin the elastio limit, and sinoe S in this
new design is ~lightlY higher, its deformation will be further reduced.
Therefore load ~~,iS suggested as the full l?ad in case, the
reducdancy of the structure is -comparatively high. The load P4 can be
determined~without a knowledge of the shape factor since the hinge
value is reduced' from Mpto My. Thus expression (5) could be written
in simpler terms
~ 6 b b_ bM -+M "-+M -+M -"'P "Ya' ya yb yb','
Of course, the load P2 may be assumed as the full load in
the comparatively simple structures Ilsed as exampl~~ ,tn :this paper.
This design method will give the same resillt as an elastic
, '
design ",henever an effieient elast~c design can be achieved. One of
the examples of "ppendix A 11 an l1lllstration of this, shown in Fig. 17.
p
f--i ! .. j-1
~========================::jt
Fig. 17
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•
By tho suggested plastic design method, with plastiq hingos at A,
B, and 0t
The identical result is obtained in' elastic design. The load de-
floction CU1~e of this beam is shown in Fig. l8Q
l········ ..··· .. ·,..;;.::"'·~·-----~If
load
(.
Detled!on
Fig. 18
The deflection curve of this beam has only one straight
line part alt~ou~h it is an indeterminate structure. We ~~ve shown
that the design load l?4 is between l?2 and 1'1 in the previous example.
In this case, however, 1'2 and Pl approaoh one point,
:: ...
.. ' 0_' ..
, , . \ .. '" :.':
:'", "
n
'. r:,. "0""
rD·
. .
,,' ~:'
. I
.' '. ~. ....
- - . ~. ,; .. ..... . t.·· ".,' . -." ,"' ;;:;. ~_;, i ". " .~~. . ; ~
.' .
--.-~
'-----~---_._----_._---
..
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rY... DISCUSSION
Z. Full Load and ~'lorking Load:
A structure designed to take a certain load may fail
from an allowable stress point of view•"
before reaching that load due
be introduced in the design.
to unavoidable errors that may
Hardest/g) has discussed this
(10)Marin has also
. tabulated ~ossible sourc~s. of error in design. Such discrep-
ancies are:
(a) overrun in computed dead loads,
(b) future increase in live loads,
(c) loss of section due to corrosion
(d) approximations in stress analysis
(e) underrun in dimensions and physical properties
205B.2 -28-
..
(f) inadequate design theory
(g) errors .in distribution of load
(h) errors in fabrication and erection, and
(i) timo effectso
Therefore, in' actual design, engineers are accustomed
to design on the basis of a working load determined by dividing
the full load by a certain factor to cover these possible errors,
Tho multiplying factor is called the "Factor of Safety" and
its value may be determined by the magnitude of possible errors$
estimated statistically.
It is obvious that the chance for all these possible
errors ,to be present simultaneously is small. But the use
of the "Factor of Safety" in design does not eliminate all
possibility for th~ structure to reach the fQll load stresses
and deformations. I t has only reduced this probablli ty to a
certain extent.
Usually in checking the deflection of a strcuture, no
matter what design .tnethod is used, it is customary to use the
working load. However, the statistical nature of the factor
of 'safety (or load factor) makes it desirable to keep the de-
flections' wi thin some reasonable limi t at the full load, and
the method recommended provides this limit.
.,"
~~~p~
1. In plastic 'design the criterion of strength O~~shoUld
be based u~ona limit of deformation rather than upon the ultimate
collapse load.
2. According to the criter~on of deformation,~ndet~rm~na.testeel
structure~ may have considera Ie reserve carrYlngcapacity beyon------
... $9"40 S.~\JeNftS
the flexural yteld point, whereas for determinate strQ9t~res~this
reservestrE:'ngth is very small.
3. The amount of reserve capacity depends on the structure and the;
loading.
4. A large portion of this reserve capacity may be used in des'ign
, ....
without the danger of excessive deformations by a direct method of
plastic design assuming that the "hinge value" is. My instead of Mp
as given by the simple plast1\c .theory. ~ 1
. -; 1'\' .••,;.... ,1.\<.. '~~.' h~J', .,1":'.",,'0 j \.( r; "1J.'"4"U:;A , .....
5. For' relatively simple str'uctures,further improvement over~~4,
.~ is accomplished by using as the full load that at which the
formation of the last hinge is just commencing (The full load =P2
as
6. ,~'orking loads are ess than
supported beams designed elastically,
~ An approximate method for computing deflections is suggested inV fLo '
AppendlxC. ~~ . iii. ttL~~
7.. ~. ir""tur~;'i11i=~be~in the eleetic limit ': 1Jl_ ; ..;/'_'1
. -1.G . . ~~ f/1 ~t\0rking~, aitaea-gh th1s is dependent on the load'llrg,~
~traint.and-ta&-}oad-fac~raae~teai
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.APPENDIX A
'.
LOAD-DEFLECTI01T RELATIOlrS FOR- A UNIFORMLY-LOADED BBAM
AND A B?,AM ~vITH CONCENTRATED LOAD
In addition to the example sho1.m in the text , h,o other
condi tiona are examined a.s sho1m in Fig. 19.
(a) loading Conditions
Fig. 19
BEA~~ lJITH UNIFORM lOAD
In the design of the uniformly-loaded beam, comparison
is made ",lith the S!=lme three design conditions selected in the text.
kThe load .of 2'/ft is selected since it gives abo~t the same max1m~
bending moment as case (a) of the J'rev1o~s example.
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AFPENDIX A
(cont1d)
'.
(a) Simple Beam designed elastically
M - M.- WL - 2700" kips
y - ct- - -'
I". 8 3
S - M - 82.0 in.
-..Jl.-
Cry
l8WF47 (s =82.3. I -'736.4)
3 -
bmax =~I :: 1.65"
(b) Fixed-ended beam, desip-ned elastically
~'~~. L1~~.
"'--.L=-?
~
l+
M - WL - 1800 in. ki~s
y - 12 -
~~ S =54.5 in. 3
~ ,
~ 16WF36 (5= 56.3 I: 446.3)
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• APPENDIX A
(cont1d)
(c) Fixed~ended beam, desi~ned plastically
Fig. 21
,
-.J
f'1y
Select ing the load lip2'" as the fllll
before (Fig.2) l'md llsing the moment din~ram of Fig. 21a
'.
WL - M + f IV! - (h·f) ~1
-- Y y- y8 '"
jI1 - WLI (l-rf)
. y - 8/
- 1260 :tn~ kips.
S =38.2in.3
Use
14WF30 (5 - 41.8. I - 289.6)
- -
Neglecting, again, the plnstic zone in the beam
(
the deflections are comnllted by moment areas. (Assll.rne M - S ...y - y -
33 x 41.8 - 1380 in. kips)
- '( B
'Ell 1. _ \ 'J'
() max ~}A 1-1Xdxdx - ~ (M +l~ f)1 (.2...c ) - ~1 f L L
- 3" y' y '2 161 y '2~
••
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APPENDIX A
(cont'd)
DE,FL3CTIOllT AT WORKING lOADS
%>(a) =.L25... =1. 00"
1.65
~(b) : ~ : 0.33"
1.65
b(c): Checking the moment ~men the load =~ =35.4 kipsl
1. 65
this value is less than M , thus the beam is entirely elastic, andy
~, ( c) - \113 !: .50"
-3B4EI
BEAl"1 iVITH CElfTRAL COFCEi:\fTRJ\T"SD lOAD
(a) Simple beam desigend. elasticl'lly (P: 35k )
I,
USE 18 WF55 (S = 9g~2, 1-
M - M- PL -
y - - T-
S =95.5 in3
889.9)
3150 "k
Fig. 22
..
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APPENDIX A
(b) Fixed-ended beam (elastic designJL
Fig. 23
S =47.8 in. 3
Use
l6WF36 (5 =56.3 I =446.3)
..
I.
( 3
D - PL - "max - i92EI - 0.636
(c) Fixed-ended beam (plastic design)
I!'ig. 24
In this case P ~ P and the solution is identical2 1
with (b) above:
Use·
l6WF36
bmax :: 0.636"
r•
..
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APPm..1DIX 13
LOADLDEFLECTION RELATIONS FOR BEAMS
IDIDER VARIOUS ,LOAD CO:NDITIO:NS
, !
i"
This appendix contains the information necessary for plotting
•
the load-deflection curves of Fig. 11.
The example of Fig. 2 is repeated in Fig. 25:
P .p3 1,,····..·..·,,·..·······..-.·· -··----·····..- ..-=...::_....---------
P~ r::::::::::::::::::::: : ·..·......·.... c-
I
Figure 25
.- ...;D;,,;;e;;.:;:;f~l~.ction flt B
This curve is comnuted as follows:
Pa is determined ftom the load and moment diagrams shown in Fig. 26, .
using sunernositlonl
pr- "j~.~-- b -_.. -1.
:;.r . ------ibc
.,,\ B
.'0.
,. MP
M
'jT
1-1
. c
(f)
are obtained by the conjugate beam method.
. '-38-Appendix B
M L
""rOC - .....E.
.!li .t - 6
M . M•..f
00. IvI =2LO (2a+b) _ ::.JC...
C ,'2
Adding moments under the load in (d) (e) and (f),
But
and
'.
From the above two equations,
. - .:;... .
Again the sho~t curved portions of the ~t diagram are neglected~
The angle changes at C due to the separate loadings (d) (e) and (f)
205B.2
•
•
•
"
"
,
.....
How,
,-
~..
)
Substituting in the second of the two simultaneous equations;
, P= M~ (H bf +l!l(L+bf)(2a~b)-fL~j\
a . Yab T L 2L2-a(2a+b) )/'
. .
••
2058.2 Appendix B
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P2 is determined from Eq. (2),
P3, the collapse load, is comp~ted from the moment diagram
at collapse,
P3 ~b =2M =2fMy. P
Next, the slopes of the vario~s straight-line nortions are
determined making ~se of tables s~ch as those in the AlSO man~l.
For the length OA in Fig. 25,
S P .lope =~ (OA)
lor the length AB,
Slope =~l (AB)
and for the length BC~
=3El(3L2_a2)2
a(t2_a2)3 ( f)
..
_ l' _ 3EI
Slope - ~ (BC) - b3
- 40-2e5:B.2 Appendix:B
2 a 2
---(2 •
(3b l' a) . f--
~. ~4~ (3")
Substi tuting in expressions (a) tftzou:g'h {d)-'" !fiII/!J tho
values L =30'. a = ~01, D = 20', My = 1380 "k, and f =11l.l5,
we obtain,
•
•
I'l = 25.9 kips - 0.65 I'3
I' '= 35.0 kips - -'.88 I'3.-a
:F2 = 38.8 kips = '.97 :l?3
I'3 = 39.8 kips :: 1.00 J?3
205B.2 Appendix B
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•
The loa.d.-deflection curve for the uniformly loa.ded
4Ft kips ~ 0.65 ~w}
'11\
=66 kips :;: 0.93':\.
W!
:: 70.5 kips =1.00 '$
-
-
Figure 27
12 My
L
~(l+f)
L
16 f My
L
DQ. f \.
~::.:::: ..:..:::.::::::.:.. :.:....~......_-
'ft~t>~ ,~
\tt\ f~ ~ ::
beam is computed in tho same fashion astno previous example
and is sketched in Fig 27.
"
·f
~f \'---1,'v'J
The two slopes are determined to be
W\A.i '1 \ ro-TIDA) = 384L~ I - \4.' ':>
\l'Jt :: 384 E I _ vAnV''>t'
~l(AB) -; L3 -
•
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The load - deflection rel[.l.tion for the beam wi th
central concentratod load is sketched in Fig. 28.
My = ()Y s::: 186& in.kips.
Figure 28
1'1 = eMy/L = 41.3 kips
= 47.5 kips
t The slope o~ the elastic straight-lino portion is
55.\
This information is plotted in Fig 11.
In each case the short curved portions of the loa~
deflection plots have been sketched as an approximation.
APPENDIX C
APPROXIr~ATE METHODS FOR COMPUTING DEFrJECTIONS
As ~an example we shall use the beam shovm in Fig. 1'.
The procedure is indicated in Fig. 29.
fl
t
Load
I
I
I
I
Figure 29
OL-----__---- _
Instead 6f attempting to deal with the curved portions, the
straight -line portions are used as shown dotted ~ The dot-
dash relation is the result of assllillptions made in previous
computations when we neglected the dotted portion of the
M/EI diagram (Fig. 9b).
The steps are as follows:
(1) Compute the loads PI' Pa' and P2' making use of
bending moment diagrams and the fo~nulas given in the AISC
beam tables.
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\
M =Mo y
/
(2) Compute the deflection at load PI:
~ _ 2Pb3a2
.A - 3E1 (3b+a)2
/)
f'
(4)
Determine the slopes AB and Be from tables.
r~~ 1~~t;l-euH-t
The deflections at points Band CAmay then be determined.
Usually the working load will be below Pl' However.
should it be greater, say in the range lB. then expression (j) may
be used, replacing Pa by the \o!orking load.
such a recommendation is
r. ..
..
205!l.2A.
Although it appears
mi~ht be made by assuming Mo
from Fig. 29 that a bet~~ approximation
:: ~+Mp
2
"
ii
not made at the ~resent time.
Ho,"'ever, it appears from the discussion that beam tables
could be expanded to include the above formulae, should the concepts
of plastic design and analYsis become common among structural engineers,
r-46-
Moment of inertia of a beam section about its neutral axis
Moment at a beam section
APPENDIX D
Angle change
NOMENCLATURE
Modulus of Elasticity
Shape factor
Yield point stress
Segments of iength
Sect ion modulus . J \_ -I-: t 1\. I ( \ n\~\"~UVvo:~- ov)~~ '{fttJ...I). -h1~)
Static moment of area of a beam section about its neutral
axis (also known as the Plastic Modulus)
Deflection
Length of span between beam supports
Yield moment at a ,beam section
Plastic hlnge moment at a beam section
G.\~
Applied~oad
Working load on beams
a,b
E
f
I
L
M
_J
~Iy
{, ~
P
P",
S
W
z
~
S
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Y
II
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example! of. beame f&p.-.e4.m-p4-1c..~.....- Since ·a problem of rigid
",
~..~*
,',' .. "''''-'''~ . -.. . . .. '.frames is basical,ly..... the same as that of continuous' beams if.
"~'''''-' '~"~ '. . . ,
the effec ts ,o,f the axial ::1"o·eci.,JE the memb.ers can be neglec ted,
._. .." --~ .'
therefore, the prlnc'ples discussed will 8"f>-P:l~the dElsi-gn of.
A.. . •--_"o..,~,· . .'
f''': . (,'CO""~,',·.. . , . F~·
rigid frames as well •.
"0 m
